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Annotation
This pamphlet, which presents PIORS [Pilot Interministerial
Operation for Remote Sensing] is most particularly interided for
potential users of remote sensing:
Those already members of the Pilot Interministerial
Operation for Remote Sensing;
All public and private persons who exerci§eresponsibilities
in management of national lands and its resources.
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PILOT INTERMINISTERIAL OPERATION FOR REMOTE SENSING
J. M. de Lamare, M. Bied-Charreton, A. Couzy,
A. Jahan, J. Leddet, J. Pasquet
INTRODUCTION
d More Reliable and Numerous Data for Better Man
Management of the homeland of France and its resources	 /3^
raises, for various persons responsible, whatever their level,.
national, regional, state or even municipal, more and more
complicated problems.
It concerns:
distribution, at the national level, of financial aid to
areas struck	 by a natural disaster (drought, freezing, floods,
etc.);
taking the necessary measures for preservation of the
water resources of the country;
determining a reasonable policy of forest exploitation;
deciding on the best localization of large industrial
installations or the best route for some transportation sub-
4 structures	 .	 .	 .
Reliable data must be available to them, often quickly,
in order to make the most appropiate decisions at an advantageous
'w
c
time.
For the examples cited above, this information is, among
other things:
very accurate evaluation of damage, region by region;
a detailed "map" of the water resources of France and of
their state of pollution;
i
a complete forest inventory, by species and area;
r accurate knowledge of various environmental parameters
susceptible of being affected by these substructures or of
influencing the operation of these installations ( localization
of resources or required raw materials).
Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
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Means presently are used, which permit these data to be
obtained. These are conventional information systems, including;
the use of administrative and statistical files (survey,
industrial and commercial establishment files, etc.);
data squired by periodic censuses carried out by INSEEl
and a certain number of ministeries which furnish data on popu-
lation, housing, agriculture, etc;
sample surveys, such as the annual land use survey of the
Ministry of Agriculture;
other sources of information, like that supplied by water,
air, soil pollution measurement systems . . .
Some of these systems presently are satisfactory,
This is the case, in particular, of the sample surveys,
which provide abundant, detailed and numerous data, permitting
direct contact with the phenomenon observed.
Nevertheless, they have a number of shortcomings, including,:
Slowness; it is an obstacle to obtaining exhaustive 	 /4
results by census.
For example, to make a forest inventory with ground based
means undoubtedly provides abundant information which is
indispensable to good management.
However, with the available means taken into account, it is
only possible, for example, to accomplish this inventory on 5 to
10% of the zones of interest Fer year. Therefore, there will
only be useful data every 10 or 20 years.
The time for cutting one hectare of forest can be compared
with these substantial periods. It is about 12 days.
1 [INSEE - National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies)
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The difficulty of quickly having a pjecise picture of a
situation at the time when it is needed, on all or a major part
of the area .
The difficulties found in following the evolution of the
Phenomenon observed.
The time required to carry out investigations and their
cost makes their republication impossible at a sufficient fre-
quency to constantly measure perceptible variations.
Most often, only obsolete sets of data, time shifted with
respect to each other, can be available.
4	
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There is--a N ew and Original Solution to These Problems of_
obtaining n ormat ion: --"Remote__9e_n8 n_
It principle is simple. Instead of obtaining data directly
by ground survey, as is the case of the traditional information
systems, they are obtained indirectly by meanE of remote physical
measurements aboard an aircraft or a satellite. These measure-
ments deliver the amount of light emit f.ed or reflected by the soil
in different wavelength bands
_	 .,	
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Paris region: Land Sat image no. 215-26, 21 November 1975. Color composite
obtained on screen without rectification, by superimposing, channels 4, 5 anti
7, in the yellow, magenta and cyan, respectively. Factory smoke plumes and
their diffusion in space are very clearly distinguished.
Compared to information received by the classical methods
"on the ground," remotely sensed information has a certain
number- of particularly interesting characteristics, including:
the homogenous and exhaustive nature of the observations;
repetitivity, i.e., the possibility of periodically ob-
taining the same data onthe area observed at short intervals,
so as to follow the evolution;
the abundance of the data received and its synthetic nature;
the possibilities of rapid processing, offered by the data
processing system.
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The same scene, but taken 13 April 1976. The atmospheric pollution is much less.
On the other hand, it cannot be hidden that this technique
also has difficulties. The main one is that the information
	
received is not directly that which is sought and that, to 	 /6
obtain the latter, the physical measurements must be correctly
processed and interpreted. This requires perfection of the
methodologies adopted.
This relatively new technique ;_s constantly progressing,
because of the active research which is being conducted in this
field, by the industrialized nations in particular. In some
cases, it has passed the experimental stag y to become preoper-
ational.
Thus, in the United States, remote sensing has found appli-
cations in the analysis, sometimes as a complement to other means,
of several major subjects of interest to management of the land
and of its resources.
Among them, the following can be cited:
geological and mining research;
water resources inventory;
crop predictions;
land use study.
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Stud y of land use in Loire valley: Chinon-Bourgueil (Indre-
et-Loire) region.
The color composite	 permits discrimination of the rivers
(in black), deciduous forests in bright green to dark green,
accordi.r, to population density and age, coniferous in dark
green-black, the meadows of Vienne and Authion in pale green,
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morn also in green in the grain areas which appear yellow to
orange, as well as the Bourgueuillois vineyard. The geo-
morphological and agricultural units show up well in this
area of small plots.
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8irs of the h. of France
Ouickly Profit by it.
For France, some applications will be more difficult,
because of the greater heterogeneity of the landscape. For
good observation, this requires higher resolution equipment
than that now used in the USA.
However, such equipment will be available in the near
future (beginning of the next decade). Therefore, it is not
too soon to begin to prepare for its use.
An important ::ask should be performed, to test and adapt
existing techniques or those being developed, to the needs of-
future users and to familiarize them with them.
This is	 he t  Pilot Int
SeiisinQ (PIORSI was Esta^i
PTORS is the offspring of four of the principal services
responsible for management of the land and natural resources;
Ministry of Agriculture;
Ministry of Culture and the Environment;
The Ministry of Equipment;
The Land tanagement and Regional Action Administration
(DATAR).
The General Administration of Scientific and Technical
Research (DGRST) has joined it, because of its general mission
of the encouragement of the development of new techniques,
These administrations have entrusted to PIORS the mission
of preparation, for their review, of the use of this technique,
with the support of various organizations in France which are
competent in research and development.
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Study c;: land use In Loire valley: Chinon-Bourgueil (.ndre-
et-Loire) region.
Uncontrolled classification based on analysis of principal
components of the same area brings out 17 classes: water
(dark green and light green), conifers
	 (pale green); broad
leaved trees of various ages (blue, pale yellow, pale ocher);
vineyards and crops on sandy soils in small lots (maroon);
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5 classes of meadows, acco.dtng t6 soil and type of grove
(ocher, purple, dark blue, blue grey, pink); 4 categories
of grain and multiple crops (yellow, orange, ocher, ocher
pink); cities In dark yellow.
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1. SERVICES PIORS WISHES TO PROVIDE FOR YOU
Definitions of the directions to be given to methodological 	 /8
research and development in the field of remote sensing pre-
supposes a comparison between the "state of the art" and user
needs, those of the member administrations of PIORS in particular.
Within the framework of such an application, the services
which PIORS wishes to provide to potential users of remote
detection are at 2 levels.
that of the assistance which can be given them in the end
in their activity to resolve the problems they encounter, the
solutions of which depend on remote sensing techniques;
that of a method of operation which perutits the setting up
of a system which meets their specific needs.
1.1 Within the Framework of Your Activity
These services consist of the following,
mation on "the State of the Art" in the Remote Sensin
PIORS has attempted to point out the research and appli-
cations to which remote detection has given rise up to the
present:
on the one hand, by systematically examining the specialized
literature, mainly from American sources;
onthe other hand, by conducting experiments in parallel,
which permit verification of their conclusions and feasibility.
As a matter of fact, remote sensing being ar experimental
science, there can be no question of generalizing the results
obtained on other continents, under different relief, climate
and area conditions, to the homeland and its specific nature,
without preliminary experiment.
This information will be disseminated to technicians and 	 /9
scientific personnel capable of constructive criticism of it,
10
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Vosges: Landsat image 211-26, 28 August 1975; the color composition brings
out	 the large forested blocks and the major population types (broad leaved
trees, conifers) and demonstrates the possibility of making a forest inven-
tory by numerical processing.
above all to responsible persons of the member administrations
of HORS. The latter will then be able to give information on
their responses and to formulate their needs.
Assistance in the Expression of Need"
During experiments conducted in various fields (agriculture,
habitat, hydrology, etc.), working, sessions will be set up
between the services of different ministries concerned, subject
matter specialists and remote sensing technicians.
PAGE M
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During these contacts, future users may formulate their
needs in a more and more precise manner.
Acquisition of a Remote Sensing Base
This flows directly from the dialog which future users
have with the remote sensing specialists.
They will acquire the required knowledge of the techniques
used in remote sensing and of the possibilities and limits of
this means and it field of application.
In parallel, remote sensing specialists will become familiar
with actual practices of land management used by the responsible
persons of various ministries.
This exchange of knowledge between future users and remote
sensing specialists will permit the creation of a common lan-
guage, which will assist in the expression of needs and improve
the responses to them.
^I
n t
1
:
Improvement of an Adapted Tool
At the end of the experimental phase, PIORS will have
available:
a global inventory of the principal needs of those respons-
ible for land management;
evaluation of the usefulness of remote sensing data in
the satisfaction of these needs.
These needs will be very different, according to the
categories of the requestors, land managers or scientific users,
according to the nature of the problems dealt with.
PIORS has the task, with the evaluation made by the users
taken into account, of determining, with remote sensing tech-
nicians, the tool which permits the maximum useful information
to be obtained at the best cost.
12
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1.2 In Perfection of a Method of Operation
The method of operation perfected by PaS'ORS to deal with
this problem has the following characteristics:
jj
	
	 it associates, in multidisciplinary groups, all persons
directly concerned with remote sensing in France (future users,
equipment makers, processing technicians, investigators);
it sets up a dialog between these different "user groups,"
i
	
	 to obtain as large as possible an exchange of views and of
objective elements, to set up the inventory of needs;
j^ it takes into account what has already been accomplished
in France and abroad in the field of remote sensing, to gene-
rate hypotheses of application at the national level;
i'	 among these hypotheses, it only considers established
=!	 those which have been the object of an experiment which permits
i!	 validation of results;
it only retains as solutions, those which, tested under
the most varied conditions, have produced results which permit
generalization.
This very progressive and pragmatic method of operation
offers the maximum guarantee to users that:
decisions only are made with complete knowledge of the
cause, after having verified the expected results;
1'.
	
	 the users themselves design the configuration of the most
suitable tool to satisfy them;
the greatest conformity between the value of the service
rendered (useful remote sensing information) and its cost price
is one of the threads of this research.
•	 #	 ORICIIIJ L 
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2. PIORS: SPECIFIC STRUCTURE IM SERVICE TO USERS
O
2.1 What is PIORS?
Above all, the five ministries and administrations which
make up a "community of interest," are to conceive and develop
a remote sensing system project, which very accurately meets the
needs of future users.
Reorganized in 1976 into an interministerial structure,
they are:
Ministry of Agriculture;
Ministry of Culture and Environment;
Ministry. of Equipment;
Administration of Land Management and Regional Action
(DATAR);
the Administration of Scientific and Technical Research
(DGRST).
2.2 Who Makes up PIORS?
PIORS is made up of
The Interministerial Group for Remote Sensing (GIT)
the five ministries and administrations concerned first
formed the "Interministerial Group for Remote Sensing" (GIT),
to which each Minister has designated a representative;
GIT plays the part of the "Administrative Council" of the
"Pilot Interministerial Operation for Remote Sensing"; it
determines broad PIORS policy, names its Director and decides
its budgets;
Executive Council
An executive council of five members, each belonging to
one of the administrations of which PIORS is made up, has
received authority from the Interministerial Group for Remote
Sensing to make certain decisions (contracts to be approved,
t;	 eonrrol of budget execution, etc.); among other missions, it
has that of facilitating, when necessary, contact and liaison
between the various services of the ministries and PIORS
15
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Director of PIORS
i i This person, named by the Interministerial Oroup for Remotei
Sensing and responsible to it alone, ensures the execution of Ii
various actions set down in the program; for this, he has avail- 1^
able ?j
An Operations Staff
'	
l
It is made up of 12 persons working part time, who are
f
officials and scientists belonging to the various administrations,
who have been made available temporarily to PIORS; f
j The director and members of the operations staff of PIORS: sd`
prepare the programs and budgets of various activities
and experiments provided for in the general.. program;
constitute and put into operation the various multi-
disciplinary groups required to successfully conduct various
experiments;
conduct or participate in the conduct of other activities
i,
provided for in the program (forming and informing future users,
evaluation of experiments, research, etc.);
A Scientific Council
c
Among other things, PIORS benefits from the counsel and
advice of a number of high level persons from the scientific
world, who have agreed to make available thair competence to it,
r
within the framework of a "Scientific Councit";
Financial Means
Its annual budget, on the order of 5 million francs, permits /12
it to contract some research and study operations to competent
organizations.
Thus, PIORS is an original structure, the characteristics
of which can be summarized as follows.
It is
Specific; it unites users and technicians to solve a precise
t; problem, the evaluation and transfer of an advanced technology, 
remote sensing;
16
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Open; future users, whether they belong to the public or
private sectors, are equally concerned;
Evolutional; its internal organization is flexible and
permits it .to
 adapt to the various technical problems encountered;
Temporary; it is required to disappear, when a solution to
the problem set before it has been found.
2.3 What are Its Objectives?
The mission of PIORS is to conduct a program of activities,
which can permit operational and efficient use of remote sensing
in the 1980's by its member administrations and, in a broader
way, by all users.
To accomplish this mission, PIORS has established three
objectives.
sers of the Possibilities Offered t
Based on a very extensive analysis of the systems used in
both France and abroad, of experiments conducted and of results
obtained, a first inventory of the "state of the art" has been
established.
In parallel with this step, experiments have been conducted,
to validate these results and to test their feasibility in the
specific context of France.
These feasibility studies are not limited to existing
systems, but are equally interested in the generation under
study or implementation, the operation of which is forseen in
the 1980's.
1 This information will be brought to the attention of users
in fields likely to be interested in it,
B. To Inventory User Needs
It is a question of obtaining, from various potential users,
a vex clear expression of their information needs iny	 p	 ...particular
17
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Study of forest fires in Mediterranean region:
1. Landsat image of 19 September 1976; color composite of
channels 4, 5 and 7 after rectification; gorges of the Gard,
city of Nimes and its suburbs and railway station are dist-
inguished perfectly; forest masses stand out very precisely
In blood red and wastelands, as well as the steep sides of
the gorges, in orange; cultivated areas are bright orange
or white (vineyards); fires are very sharply defined in black
or gray-blue; 4 major fires (several hundred hectares) and a
half-dozen fire; of a few tens of hectares are seen.
The nature of the information they desire to obtain (for
r
	 example, extension of suburban zones, water quality, land use,
etc.) ;
Their frequency (for example, every three years, every
fifteen days, etc.);
The presentation requested (maps, graphs, statistical
tables, etc.) ;
The desired period for availability (a few hours, one
week, one month, etc.);
The required precision (area within 5%, distances within
20 meters , etc . ) .
PAGE 15
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Study of forest fires in Mediterranean region:
2. Result of controlled classification of this portion of
image by hypercube method, showing the 4 major fires in
orange and one class of fires in red (this mixes the fires and
and the gorges of the Card); forests grouped in one class in
green (Aleppo pine, evergreen oak), city of Nimes, vineyard;
and bare soil cultivated plots in very bright yellow, St.
Cezaire industrial district and vineyards in blue.
C. To Calculate the Bases of a emote Sensing System Which
Permit Satisfaction of uture User—Needs—at Best Cost
It attempts to direct and encourage the research, the
means and the technical competence available to the count-7,
while leading users to obtain a greater benefit from the orig-
inal possibilities of remote sensing.
Likewise, it will take into account the interests of the
policy of cooperation, which T rance intends to carry out inter-
nationally in the field of remote sensing.
19
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Study of forest fires in Mediterranean region;
3. Result of same classification, with point image arrange-
ment taken into account, permitting elimination, in partic-
ular, of the gorges of the Gard from the "fire" class in red
in photograph No. 2; all fires occurring in 1976 are brought
out and the area destroyed is measured automatically.
2.4 How Does it Plan to Accomplish Theme What Are Its Projects
Its Program
In part, it is through experimental projects which it is
conducting, that PIORS intends to attain the objectives it has
set. The main effect is to have available a global base of
experimental. results for the development of its program.
The aim of the ex perimental projects which PIORS forsees
is
To test the feasibility of present and future processing
systems and methods;
To evaluate the respective results;	 Cif ^-•::'JP.L PAGE i5OF POUF QUAl.17'Y,
To optimize performance.
The optimization will consist of determining the specifi-
cations of the type of material most suited to detect the
20
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phenomena it desires to observe, and to perfect the most
efficient methods and treatments for providing the desired
results.
Each experimental project will evolve in six stages.
Proiect Conceotion
That is to say, the choice of targets of application and
areas of experiment with the users, Thus, in this stage, the
first two objectives will be attained, "user information on the
possibilities offered by remote sensing" and "census of user
needs."
Acquisition of Remote Sensing Data
That is to say, the recording of radiometric data provided
by remote detection of the observation zone.
Collection of Terrain Data
It consists of collection of a certain number of elements
observed directly on the ground in the zone selected.
This study, which always is carried out in close collabor-
ation with the users, can be conducted either.,
by retrospective inquiry of the competent services; or
simultaneously with the acquisition of remote sensing data.
In the latter case, the operations "acquisition of remote
sensing data" and "collection of terrain data" proceed at the
same time and can be combined.
Processing of Remote Sensing Data
That is to say, the application of appropiate processing
to the data recorded by remote sensing, in order to transform
the results.
.-
1{{
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a	 Comparison of Results Obtained by Remote Sensing with "Ground
Truth"
The distribution of the variations between the information
l
collected on the ground and the results obtained after treatmenti
z	 of the sensing data will be determined.
Evaluation of Results and Processing Methods
During this stage, the users will learn the adequacy of
the information provided by remote sensing to the needs they
have expressed, as well as the performance of the processing
methods used.
In principle, this evaluatiou should be exhaustive, i.e.,
it should concern
all the treatments available;
all the subjects on all the varieties of site.
i
This evaluation will be carried in teams which combine
users, technicians and HORS members.
During this stage, HORS will acquire the required elements
to achieve its third objective; "to calculate the bases of a
i, remote sensing system which permits satisfaction of future user
needs at best cost."
In fact, after having balanced these experimental dif-
ferences, PIORS will be in a position to determine the general
appearance of a remote sensing system which will he most cap-
able of suiting future users.i
Of course, the components of such a system will be suf-
ficiently diverse to respond to the multiplicity of problems
raised.
r	 ^
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3. REMOTE SENSING: A MODERN TECHNIQUE FULL OF PROMISE
3.1 What are the Practical Applications of Remote Sensing_
This means has a great variety of possibilities. To give 	 /15
the best account of it, it is sufficient to list some current
uses in the United States and other countries: 	 F?
determination of the best locations for oil well drilling;
to bring out previously unknown faults before building dams
(France)
identification of waste materials and effluents, polluting
the sea;	 'i^
inventory of forested areas and following their development 	 lT
(North America);
measurement of seeded areas and application to estimation
of crops,	 a'
3.2 Uhat is its Principle?
Remote sensing can be defined as:
"a set of techniques used in aircraft, balloons and satellites,
for the purpose of studying either the Earth or other planets or
the atmosphere, by using the properties of electromagnetic waves
emitted, reflected or diffracted by the various bodies observed,"
f	 We shall only deal here with the study of Earth resources.
A very simple example permits the best comprehension of the
principle. It is the mechanism of our own vision, which performs
by the same process as that of remote sensing.
When we look at an object, its shape, color and brilliance
are as much information as is transmitted to us through the light
reflected by this object,
"We pick up" this information by means of cur eyes, which
send it to our brain, where it is immediately "processed", as a
function of the models which we ourselves have. This permits
us to interpret it.
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The human remote sensing system, however perfect it is, has
limits, thus:
1. we cannot see objects too far away or too small;
2. we do not pick up the electromagnetic waves which make up
the light reflected by the object which we see, except within a
limited zone, that of the visible radiation;
3. we cannot "memorize" everything we see;
4. it is impossible for us to exactly quantify what we ob-
serve; at the very most, we can estimate distance, area and
volume, by means of our reference system, with the risk of large
error.
Remote sensing by aircraft or satellite makes available
much more high quality material, and its possibilities are
greater in some respects:
1. it can pick up information at a very great distance;
2, it uses the entire range of the electromagnetic spectrum
and not only the band which corresponds to visible radiation;
3. it records everything it sees, places it in memory and
reproduces it accurately;
4. it receives, in addition to essentially qualitative
data, as is the case of the eye, quantitative data; thus, it is
capable of measuring the relative intensities of radiation of
various wavelengths reflected by a single point.
Such information is very interesting, since it makes it
possible to examine the nature and state of the soil and vegeta-
tion which it finds.
Besides, some remotely sensed radiation has particular
properties. This is the case of the near infrared radiation
bands. They are very strongly reflected by chlorophyll,	 Be-
cause of this, they can be used to identify different species
of plants and evaluate their vigor.
Applications in the establishment of agricultural statistics 	 /16
can be hoped for (the nature of crops, detection of plant diseases,
parasites, etc.). This is only one example among others.
,i
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3.3 How Does a Remote Sensing Chain Operate?
To be able to operate, a remote sensing chain has to com-
bine three elements:
1, a sensor, the equipment which permits recording of electro-
magnetic radiation from the sun in a certain wavelength range;
the best known sensor is the camera, which provides an
image on film of a scene observed at a given time, by picking
up the electromagnetic radiation which corresponds tothe visible
frequencies;
among the modern sensors used, which operate at other wave-
lengths than that of the spectrum, the following can be mentioned:
radiometers, which permit recording of radiation, by
generally dividing it into different spectral bands within
an extended wavelength range;
radars, active systems which record "the echo" of
the electromagnetic radiation they emit; the interest
in them is their ability to be used at all times for,
at the frequencies they use, the waves have the property
of not being stopped by clouds;
2. a vector, which is the observation vehicle or "platform,"
which permits the sensor to be transported to high altitudes;
the vectors can be aircraft, balloons or satellites;
the measurements recorded are either:
transmitted in real time to a receiving station, or
stored for later transmission (at the time of landing for
an aircraft or of passage within sight of a receiving station
for a satellite);
3. a set of means of ensuring the transformation of the
physical measurements received bythe sensor into useful infor-
mation;
these means consist of calculators, processing programs and
display and data or result reproducing devices.
Properly speaking, remote sensing consists of four chrono-
logical phases.
n t.
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Visualization on tracing table of results of controlled processing
of Landsatscene 211-26 of 13 August 1916 (Vosges, Forest of Hague-
nau, Lower Rhine); the 13 color classes correspond to different
species of trees; broad leaved trees are green, blue,yellow; coni-
fers, brown, red (only the forest has been classifled); compare
this result with the color composite of the Vosges on page 11).
Data Perception or Collection
Luring this phase, the electromagnetic radiation emitted or
reflected by the soil is recorded bythe sensor.
Prenrocessin
A certain number of corrections generall y are required, to
make the data homogenous before processing,:
geometric corrections, which remedy stability defects of
the vector (roll, pitch, variations in altitude, etc.);
radiometric corrections (adjustment of differences
due to illumination and atmospheric conditions associ-
ated with recording).
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
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Processing
These preprocessed data are not directly useable as is.
The purpose of processing is to transform; to a form which permits
interpretation, then the presentation of results corresponding to
user needs.
The processing procedures are numerous and complicated..
There is no question of describing them in detail hesa. In a
general manner, two methods are used;
one consists of-classifying the data by their %agree of
homogeneity, before study of the meaning of each of the classes
thus constituted; this method is called "uncontrolled";
the other establishes an interpretation model at the start,
by means of "ground truth" observation; this category of methods,
called "controlled," has the characteristic of incorporating
data taken on the ground in the processing programs.
The fantastic amount of data received by satellite for cover-
age of the territory of France, on the order of a billion for the
American Landsat satellites and more than 25 billion for the
future French Spot satellite, sees to it that the processing
procedures use, to a great extent, data processing.
Interactive systems, which use, by means of a display
screen, the possibility of deciding results at any time during
treatment, permit the operator (or user) to intervene during
processing„ Thus, he can select, among various procedures, that
which appears to him the best adapted to the problem he has to
solve.
Presentation of Results
c
This is the specific, tangible_ result of processing. Various
procedures are used, which permit visualization of the informa-
tion, for the purpose of its utilization by users. For example,
isodensity curves on a tracing.,  table;
z.	 display on a black and white or color console;
nphotographic reproduction;
color charts on tracing table;
numerical table, statistics, etc.
3:4 Who in France is Involved in the Remote Sensing Process?
There are, in fact, three categories of actors who are,
for various reasons, directly interested in the development of
remote s unsing in France. They are the following.
1. Producers
The "technicians," i,e., the organizations which produce
the material required for the acquisition and use of remote
sensing data, or who provide the supplies or treatment, are
grouped under this title. The following are found in this category:
upstream, the instrument makers:	 /18
sensing equipment (cameras, radiometers, radars, etc);
data processing equipment specially adapted for the
processing;
then, the specialized data receiving and production organi-
zations.
Most of ahe time, they have available heavy resources (air-
craft-sensors-computers), and they often are organized to provide
the various phases of the remote sensing operation (sensing, pre-
processing, processing, display of results).
The most important among them in France is the Aerospace
Remote Sensing Development Group (GDTA).
It is an economic interest group, which includes BRGM,
ONES, IFP and IGN.2
Other research organizations are involved equally: ORSTOM,
CNEXO and INRA.3
2 Bureau of Geological and Mining Research, National Center for Space Studies,
French Petroleum Institute, National Geographic Institute.
3 Office of Overseas Scientific and Technical Research, National Center for
Ocean Management, National Institute of Agricultural Research.
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To them, it is advisable	 to add a 'number of laboratories
of the universities, the National Center of Scientific Research
! and of the higher schools, which play a very active part in the
E development of remote sensing methods.
Finally, some private companies likewise are able to provide
remote sensing services.
r;
While France has varied airborne data acquisition resources
and operators, on the other hand, for the moment, "satellite data"
come from American earth observation 	 satellites, principally
those of the Landsat series (Landsat I and 2, to which Landsat C,
the launching of which is anticipated in 1978, will be added).
Thus, at present, each point of French territory is over-
flown every nine days, and the data are received directly by the
Fucino (Italy) station.
	 These data are distributed in France by
GDTA.
Within the framework of the National Earth Observation
Satellite Project, this area coverage will be supplemented in
1984 by the injection into orbit of the French Spot satellite,
which will provide a considerable amount of data particularly
adapted to our needs.
2.	 Users
`
They are the "future elie%ts" of remote sensing, i.e., all
the organizations, administrations and private companies which are
or will'be interested in the remote sensing information, by reason
of the nature of their activities. 	 They are the following in par-
ticular.
The Administrations and Their Central. Re gional and Deoartmental
.	 Echelons
Besides the member ministries and administrations of PIORS,
the following will be found in this category:
a certain number of other ministries and administrations,
which are directly concerned with remote sensing applications;
[r.
j
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this is the case of the Ministries of Cooperation, Industry,
Interior, Finance, Universities and Research;
i
	
	 then, official organizations which, not able to be considered
as direct users, nevertheless, can be involved in the remote
sensing process, either as:
responsible for a field involved in its applications;
In particular, this is the case of the National Institute
of statistics and Economic Studies (INSEE), as the producer
of national statistical information;
capable of bringing expertise to its development; for
example, the Data Processing Mission u of the Ministry of
Industry or the Ministry of Universities.
Public Organizations and Local Groups
These could be, for example, Electric Power of France
(EDF), National Office of Forests (ONF), certain regional or
departmental public companies, municipalities, etc.
The Private Sector
Some private sector companies or interdisciplinary organi- 	 /19
zations, the activities of which are in the field covered by the
applications of remote sensing (petroleum exploration, pollution
control, maritime fisheries, pulp and paper industries, etc.),
can be future users of remotely sensed information.
In the same manner, some private owners or managers of large
plots of land of the national territory (forest or agricultural
management) could be, in the near future, interested in remote
sensing.
This list is not exhaustive. Nevertheless, it permits the
`	 large numbers of potential users of remote sensing in France to
be made clear.
4 Data processing is an essential element of the remote sensing process, and
its developments have a favorable effect on the progress of this technique.
Besides, the extension of applications of remote sensing will be conditioned
by the growth of the data processing market.
30
3. Subject Matter Specialists
This term covers investigators capable of becoming involved
downstream in the remote sensing chain, atthe processing and inter-
pretation levels.
PIORS calls on them to assist in exchange and mutual under-
standing between the producers, who furnish the remotely sensed
information, and the users, who evaluate its quality and the
degree of response to their needs, within the framework of experi-
ments provided for.
Specialists in certain major subjects, such as study of the
soils, plant growth, urban studies, cartography, pollution, etc.,
are capable of "modeling" the concerns of the users, in terms of
the remotely sensed information.
They work in parallel with the producers, so tha t they take
into account the multiple constraints on utilization.
PIORS Wishes to Contribute to Various Persons Invol
One of the guiding ideas of the initiators of HORS is to
	 /20
determine "efficient use" of the remote sensing tool, before it
is put into use.
This technique, like most advanced techniques, has the partic-
ular property that it cannot be conceived in isolation in a labo-
ratory," then to be furnished on the market "ready to use."
The definition of an adapted remote sensing system implies
not only that the users are consulted, but that they participate -
in its development.
-	
This is why the solution adopted by HORS consists of a
direct responsibility and development in common of the downstream
IP
aspect of the remote sensing chain, i.e., of the operational re-
sults which are of principal interest to users.
'	 Within this general framework, PIORS wishes the various
persons involved inthe remote sensing chain to be able to find: -
i
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Languedoc oast: tr atment of Land sat lmag 212-30 of 6 July 1975, dire ted 
towards s tudy of wat r (discharges , turbidity , salinity ... 1, w t regions 
and th ir approaches , and v g tat tve cov r; controll d c lassif i ca tion which 
provid s statis tic I tables and cartographic repr sentation of 24 ca tego ri s , 
which bring out bracki sh wat r, salt water (3 classes) , fr s h wat r (3 classes), 
w t r gions (2 classes) , sa lt marshes , w t soils , urbaniz d zon s (5 class s l, 
arabI land . vin yard s md orchards , for s t s (broad leaved tr es , coniC r s , 
mix dl , wastelands, sand and gravel and bare terrain. 
~ d alog st.ructure , wh ch perm ts the "producer " echn cians 
and the "user" space mana e r to meet , 0 compare he r 0 nLs of 
view , an to express their de ires and t.he r constraint.s ; 
an experimental fra mework , which prov des he 0 port.unity 0 
test various hy otheses advanced , in ro or ion to he pro~r ss of 
research ; 
an nstance of plann ng , wh ch will be able 0 rocee com-
pletely n e endent.ly n an early ta e , 0 the r qu r arbr a -
tion be ween the needs of var ou us~rs and he techn cal co s , 
wh ch result n 0 imum solut ons . 
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This planning apprenticeship will bear fruit when future
systems are put into operation, when permanent decisions are to
be made which, while preserving the best interebts of each, injure
no one: spatial and spectral resolution, choice and range of
observation zone, etc.
3.6 The Future of Remote Sensing in France
All the potentialities of remote sensing still are far from
having been exploded, and, both abroad and in France, research
is being conducted.
Where is it?
At present, experiments have been conducted on a small num-
ber of locations and on limited subjects. The results often have
been very interesting. Nevertheless, their precise nature does
not permit generalization of their conclusions to the entire area.
The experiments of FIORS have precisely the aim of filling
in the empty spaces and, thus, of having a set of conclusions on
which to base a reliability diagnosis.
How Does the Future ADeear?
The technology is progressing:
the resolution of the Earth observation satellites is in-
creasing, 20 m on the ground for the French Spot satellite in
1984 vs. 80 m for the Landsat satellites today;
in the 1980's, radar will permit reliable information to be
obtained, whatever the meteorological conditions.
Due to this progress, the range of services contributed by
remote sensing will increase considerably:
for example, let us take the case of crops, for which ob-
servation has to occur at a very precise time; the actual sensors
can be obstructed by clouds; radar will permit the rendezvous
to be made
±r	 i;
j	
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likewise, higher resolution will permit urban studies spe-
cialists or those responsible for coastal protection to have much
more detailed information available.
In a more general manner, the actual methods of receiving
information will have an appreciable complement in remote sensing,
which will permit new information to be obtained, with simultaneous
repetitive coverage of the most important ranges.
Users "participate" in this progress in two ways:
in information meetings of very specific nature organized
by PIORS;
but, above all, in the project- teams responsible for con-
ducting an experiment until its completion.
They also are better placed, to carry out development of
the tool towards it optimum use.
The success of such a program is a function of: the accuracy
w.0': ahich the needs of present and future French users are ana-
lyzed;
our capacity to find completely adapted techracal solutions,
in particular, from the point of view of cost, to problems which
are raised.
Both are in the hands of the user. PIORS, by integrating
the process of determination, perfection and putting into opera-
tion of the tool, provides them the opportunity to make their
interests prevail.
^r
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4. FIORS AN ASSET FOR A NATIONAL REMOTE SENSING SYSTEM
4.1 A System Adapted to French Needs
Some major powers have made considerable advance in the
field of remote sensing. This is the case in the USSR, Canada
and, most especially, the U3A.
In some :moasure, France is profiting from this technological
advance. Thus, French organizations now use data received by the
Landsat earth resources satellites, .paunched by NASA in 1972, 1975
and 1978.
However, the specific possibilities offered by foreign systems
cannot always be transposed to French realities, in consideration
of the major differences between th-L berritories (extent,
contours, climate, relief, etc.) and in the nature of user needs,
which often are more exacting in our country of old tradition.
Finally, the specific nature of our problems and the services
we can be called on to give other nations, especially the Arab and
African countries, in the framework of our policy of cooperation,
militates for an appropriate technology to be developed in France.
This, while making the best use of what has been acquired,
will have some autonomy, with respect to that used abroad.
This autonomy will consist of:
adaptation of the "resolution" of measurements to the char-
acteristics of the problems which we have to solve;
original processing procedures;
possibility of permenant access to the parameters and data
we need for the management of French space.
/22 ',
	Without wishing to predetermine the nature of the remote 	 /23
i
sensing system which will satisfy these needs, it can be assumed
that:
the system will be based on satellites (especially French),
which provide repetitive data at increased frequency (about each 15
days); these data will be used primarily for land management;
u {
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I. Cicy of Flint (Michigan): auto-
matic classification of August 1975
Laadsat view and ci - .ography of main
lan:1 6ae categories in an American
urban sector.
2. City of Aries (@ouches-du-Rhone):
IRC photograph, June 1975; note dif-
ference in urban organization between
an old European city and its suburbs
and the preceding American city.
some needs of a more fleeting nature and smaller spatial.
extent will be satisfied by airborne resources specially brought
Into use; they perm t more precise complementary information to
be obtained for more detailed studies.
Data collection, in particular', the data provided by satel-
lites, can be centralized. On the other hand, at the level of
	
5
the regions and certain departments, there can be the opportunity
to establish comr„3n processing centers, to which all interested
organizations will have access.
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To perfect this autonomous French remote sensing satellite
system in the 1980 1 s, which will satisfy users and meet our pol-
icy objectives, some conditions must be met, in particular:
as complete as possible information on all potential users
of remote sensing; this is being undertaken right now and should
be accelerated in 1978;
formation of a base of users participating in experiments
or proposing them; it aims at thorough study of scientific contri-
butions and knowledge acquired "on the fob"; also, PIORS is organ-
izing work at o Saniz,bions with equipment available, which per-
mits the users tn.'•	 ,ves to process images of interest to them
on interactive consoles, for example:
a more thoroughgoing dialog between producers and users;
the best way to instigate it is to make the various categories of
those involved in specific projects to work together during
experiments undertaken by PIORS.
HORS is the "motor" of the efficient, organized develop-
ment of application of remote sensing techniques in France.
/24
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I^	 4,2 The Perfection of Which Will Require that Certain Services
Le 3ro,:6hL Tobetiier
To perfect this autonomous Fi--nch remote sensing; satellite
system in the 1980 1 s, which will satisfy users and meet our pol-
icy objectives, some conditions must be met, in particular:
as complete as possible information on all potential users
of remote sensing;; this is being; undertaken right now and should
be accelerated in 1978;
formation of a base of users participating in experiments
	 /24
or proposing them; it aims at thorough study of scientific contri-
butions and 1:nowledge acquired "on the job"; also, HORS is organ-
izing work at o-;aniz tions with equipment available, which per-
mits the users tr,--- ves to process images of interest to them
on interactive consoles, for example:
a more thoroughgoing dialog between producers and users;
the best way to instigate it is to make the various categories of
those involved in specific projects to work together during
experiments undertaken by P10RS.
HORS is the "motor" of the efficient, organized develop-
ment of application of remote sensing techniques in France.
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